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Editor’s Introduction

Project, interesting concepts. This
Welcome to the second edition of the edition also features a Spotter Guide
Checker Cab Facebook Group
to post war Checkers. Checker
quarterly newsletter..
produced essentially two vehicles
from 1947 till 1982, the guide will
The second issue for the group, let’s
highlight each model produced.
call this one the June issue and
assume we’ll publish one every two
months.
Free of charge, feel free to print and
put in your own binder. If you would
like to submit and article or personal
profile describing you, your car or
your Checker related company, please
feel free to submit all content to me
at the email address on the right side
of this page.

So what’s in this issue? From France
we’ll hear from Facebook friend Chris
Monier and his most recent Checker

Also in the issue is an article
regarding the linkage of Checker to a
world class con man, William A.
Schaum.
Classifieds, yes we’ll present more
current Checkers available for sale.
We’ll also present some spectacular
photos for the CMC library and
Facebook member photos.
Please enjoy edition one, if
everything goes to plan don’t be
surprised to see a Facebook invite for
our first show.

Editor: Joe Fay
Drivermatica8@yahoo.com
Owner 1949,1950, 1957 Checkers
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Chris Monier – France
Recently purchased this Checker cab in France! ..it has
been sitting there since 1989! I've spent two hours
0cleaning the place and trying to reach it . I believe that
the body was galvanized as it is in such a great shape
considering the time spent in that field. ....it seems that
the roof has been replaced at one point? Its needs a
new hood and headlight doors. I think it is a 1975 /76
model?
A11-1748-74334 . But my guess is that they changed it
for some reason! The title that goes with it says it is a
1963 model, I know that is not correct.
OK ... For years I always wanted to have a crushed NY
Taxi ! pressed like a cube. So that was my project car
..Sorry guys. I will remove the engine, transmission,
etc….and paint it yellow with all the goodies:
checkerboards , roof light , Checker special , etc..

I would swap it with another one in a flip second but there
are only an estimated 15 Checkers in France ...I know it is
a crime and would make people cry ( I will ! ) but that is
the purpose of the whole crushed car.
I don't have 10 000 € ahead of me to fully restore this car.
Here in France you can easily double the price for a
restoration and it needs a technical test to be road worthy,
you can't drive a non restored car.

I've found this Checker here in France in a junk yard
some 15 years ago and thought it was too bad for
restoration
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I've bought my first Checker in 1988, I’ve owned five of
them the past. When I purchased my first Checker,
nobody cared about Checkers! Ask Ben Merkel about
his 250 Checkers sitting outside waiting to be bought and
restored? What happened to Ben’s fleet? Did Ben
became a millionaire? Nope, thanks to people like him,
those cars were saved and we fought all these years to
keep the Taxi legend alive. Now they are becoming
scarce and everyone want one! Great, my crushed one
will make the other ones more valuable in a way. Sorry if
I offended you guys, despite the facts: I'm a true Checker
fan since 1988

I believe this car was brought in France by a car dealer
along with an Aerobus. The hood on the Aerobus was
stolen during the transport and the dealer had to
cannibalized the Checker's hood . and the green color
didn't help the sale as the French only think a cab should
be yellow!
Editor Note, send us a picture when it’s a cube

Left, current state in
France
Right Photo from Ben
Merkel, condition just
out of service in the
late 1980’s
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Checker Spotters Guide
1947-1949 Model A2
Introduced in the fall of 1947 the design
would serve Checker until December of
1954. Styled by Raymond Dietrich the
Checker has many styling features similar
to Chrysler and General Motors vehicles
of the day. Easy identifiers:
• Flat bumpers with art deco bumper
guards
• 60 box egg crate grille
• Chrome strip around the greenhouse
• Contoured rocker panels.
The pontoon fenders that wrap into the
doors are a styling feature consistent
with many high end cars of the day such
as Cadillac’s or Lincolns
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Checker Spotters Guide
Model A4 1950-1952
Introduced in the fall of 1949 the design was a
continuation of the Model A2. That said,
there were significant changes made
warranting a model change. Easy identifiers:

• Massive wrap around bumpers similar to
the 40’s era Cadillac
• 40 box egg crate grille
• Increased windshield size
• Beltline lowered on doors to increase the
size of the side windows
• Modified rear fender wheel opening3 with
chrome fender guard
• Chrome around the greenhouse eliminate
• Contoured rocker panels removed, new flat
rocker with a thick chrome strip.
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Checker Spotters Guide
1953-1954 Model A6
Introduced in the fall of 1952 the design was a
continuation of the Model A4. That said,
there were significant changes made
warranting a model change. Easy identifiers:
• Vertical 40 box egg crate grille eliminated
in place a five horizontal bars
• Rear roof section increased in height in
order to improve passenger headroom
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Checker Spotters Guide
Model A8 1956-1957
Introduced in the fall of 1955 this design is a
major departure from Checker styling of the
past. The boxy design utilized a slab slide styling
similar of the 1949 Ford. The front grille has a
hint of Packard horse collar grille. Many exterior
parts are from the parts bin of other car makers
Easy identifiers:
• Single headlights housed in Willys bezels
• Parking lights supplied by the Kaiser Henry J
• Tail lights supplied by the 1954 Pontiac
Station Wagon
• Model A4 and A6 hood ornament
• Unique body lines in the hood
• Chrome strips on the top of the door line
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Checker Spotters Guide
1959-1961 Checker Model A
Introduced in the fall of 1958 this design is a
major modification of the Model A8 Despite
popular belief this Checker does not share any
exterior body panels with the Model A8.
Biggest change: a flatter roof and larger rear
window openings. Easy identifiers:
• Dual Headlights
• New hood, fenders and rocker panels with
sculpted body line
• Egg crate grille
• Parking lights housed in starburst grille
section
• Model A4 and A6 hood ornament eliminated
• Chrome strips on the top of the door line
eliminated
• New Checker hood emblem
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Checker Spotters Guide

1959-1961 Superba Model A10
Introduced in the summer of 1959 this design is
essentially a A9 built for the consumer market.
Differences between the A9 is purely exterior
paint scheme and interior trim
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Checker Spotters Guide
1961 Model Marathon A10
Introduced for1961 this design is
essentially a A9 built for the consumer
market. It also represents a higher end
version of the Checker. Differences
between the A9 and Superba A10 is the
chrome strip that runs from the fender
thru the doors. The Marathon offered
higher end interior trim and a Marathon
only dash board.
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Checker Spotters Guide
1962-1967 Checker Model A12 Marathon
Only a well trained eye can see the
difference made in 1962:
• Parking lights moved to the outboard
fenders
• The front splash pan was eliminated
• Bumpers were raised up and fenders
were altered accordingly
• The bumper now as a dip at the center
to house a license plate.
• Door seam between front and rear
doors eliminated
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Checker Spotters Guide
1967-1972 Checker Model A12 Marathon
Only a well trained eye can see the
difference made in 1967:
• Front and Rear windshields were
increased in size to improve
• Side marker lights were added in 1969
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Checker Spotters Guide
1973 Checker Model A12 Marathon
Two major changes
• Federally mandated hydraulic bumpers
note the extension forward by about 6
inches
• Parking lights upgraded
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Checker Spotters Guide
1974-1982 Checker Model A12 Marathon
Two major changes
• Massive Aluminum bumpers
• Varying option on chrome or silver
painted exterior parts (grille and tail
light doors)
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Checker Spotters Guide
1974-1982 Checker Model A12 Marathon

Winkoff Customs
These were not official models offered by
Checker. Winkoff customs were produced
by the Fort Lauderdale, Florida Winkoff
Checker dealership. Most models were
highly customized stripped down Checker
A11 Taxicabs. Typical accessories added:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Wire Wheel covers
Padded vinyl roofs
Two tone paint jobs
Leather interiors
Rubber chrome strips
Painted bumpers
Oval Opera Windows
Varying option on chrome or silver
painted exterior parts (grille and tail
light doors)
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A Con Man and Buggies That Would Spawn
Checker
Many have compared the early days of the US automobile industry
as being much like the technology boom of the 1990s; such was the
rapidity of growth and change. Automotive executives in the early
twentieth century regularly switched companies and launched
spinoffs and start-ups, and this culture of cross-pollination spread
innovative manufacturing and design ideas among the
manufacturers. It also established an early pattern of constant
bankruptcies, recapitalizations and the discovery of its charlatans
and frauds.
Like many automobiles of this period, Checker’s roots go back
further than its original offering in the market of 1922 and is perhaps
linked to one of the early charlatans.
With regard to charlatans, I’ll let you be the judge as we lay out the
Checker story. Most historian take Checker’s roots back to 1908, but
the man behind the enterprise that would be become Checker
Motor Corporation was known in the industry well before 1908.
It all started with the incorporation of a company called The
Autocarrette Company in Alexandria, Virginia. Eight Washington
business men with no actual experience in producing vehicles set out
to produce and operate automobiles and taxicabs to be used in
Washington D.C. In April of 1900. Shortly after organizing the
company, the leaders of Autocarrette: O. G. Stables and W.E
Schnieder decided that they could not manufacture the vehicles but

would focus on operating the bus/taxi service. The new directions
would have its own inherent problems, vehicles were not readily
available in 1900, the decision required that Autocarrette would
have to find a partner to produce cars and taxis required to operate
the business.
Management found just the man: William A. Schaum, president of
the Schaum Automobile and Manufacturing Company of Baltimore,
Md. Now this sounds like a great plan, but the reality was the Mr.
Schaum had never produced any cars in a commercial sense.
Schaum’s business was essentially a warehouse and auto repair
shop.
Schaum was contracted to produce ten jitneys for $40,000. Each
vehicle was to be able to carry 20 passengers, ironic as the word
autocarrette was defined as small car, but the actual Autocarrette
taxi was a large vehicle.
.

As soon a as the big electric taxi buses were delivered the problems
began. The vehicles required constant service, the issues so
significant that the entire service would temporarily shut down in
September 1901 when the majority of electric motors in the vehicles
needed to be replaced.
In February on 1901 the city of Washington was flooded with
complaints from DC residents. A report issued by the district
summed up the problems: the vehicles were “unsightly in the
extreme” and generated an “unholy din” in the neighborhood.
What would ultimately become a chronic problem for Schaum:
litigation ensued, it was initiated against him for repayment of the
$40,000.00 for his horrible in-operables taxis.
By 1902 Autocarrette was no longer in business but Schaum did
continue to produce automobiles. Schaum produced 16 runabouts,
equipped with a one cylinder engines operated with a chain drive.
Probably the most interesting feature of Schaum’s runanbout was
that the vehicle were not equipped with brakes. More interesting,
yet never explained was Schaum’s claim that the runabout would be
able to stop without brakes!. By 1903 Schaum would close his
business and move out of town leaving behind many angry customer
and investors.

Further research has not turned up any information on any car
or company named C. Rossier Manufacturing, perhaps this is yet
another false claim created by a world class promoter.

Mr. Schaum would drop off the auto scene for several years, but he
would remerge in Buffalo in 1908 and form his second company. In
Buffalo there was change, his name: William A. Schuam was now
William Andrew De Schaum. More a con man than a manufacturer,
in 1908 he claimed that he was formerly with C. Rossier
Manufacturing, where he was credited with creating a successful
high wheeler automobile; essentially a traditional four-wheeled
buggy with a motor.

In 1908 Motor World Magazine would describe De Schaum as
follows: “Mr. De Schaum is a prolific smoker of cigarettes, De
Schaum claims to have built a car in 1895 and to have
completed in the first automobile race in this country: also
claims to have originated the spark plug and several other
things of moment”. Great claims but with a little research the
claims will prove out as false.
.

De Schaum introduced a high wheeler, named the “Seven Little
Buffaloes”, but unfortunately the high wheeler auto genre was
already falling out of grace in the marketplace when compared to
more innovative designs of the 1908.
The De Schaum high wheeler was a two-cylinder, air-cooled, 10horsepower open air carriage that would travel 15 mph. The
wheelbase was 74 inches with 38-inch wheels. It had cable drive and
a friction transmission at a price of $600. Unlike the 1901 Schaum
runabout his 1908 car would actually have brakes. Additionally De
Schaum introduced a surrey with a wheel base of 84 inches that sold
for $700. With only 36 units produced, it was a total failure. De
Schaum would close down this company and move on to his next
project.

Over the course of a year, De Schaum moved about New York State
in order to find a place to build another car and open a new auto
company. Eventually he would find his way to Hornell, New York.
While there he would be wined and dined by Hornell city politicians
and businessmen: entertained and enticed to produce his car in their
humble cities, he settled in Hornell and in 1910 started a new
company, the De Schaum-Hornell Motor Company.
Records indicate DeSchaum incorporated his third company in New
York State with $150,000 capital. This venture went nowhere, not
ever producing a single car! Records show that, after fighting with
contractors and business leaders he produced conflict and chaos as
opposed to automobiles. Apparently the Hornell business leaders
discovered that DeSchaum was broke, not having a single dime. The
$150,000 of capital was a mirage, as con men do when discovered
De Schaum left Hornell, never to return.
As many young men did back in the early part of the twentieth
century, he headed west: to Michigan. By the end of 1910, De
Schaum was back in business. In September of 1910 De Schaum
latest project would be displayed in Detroit. It was reported in The
Automobile magazine “The Suburban Limited will be produced here
(Detroit) by the DeSchaum Motor Car Company, made its appearance
on the streets last week and affected considerable attraction. It is a
light car, all parts are Hecla steel and practically all under the hood.
It will sell for $900.00 to $1000.00. The company is comprised of 10
Detroit business men including W. Andrew DeSchaum designer of the
car, they expect to sell 500 cars next year”. It’s not clear that there
was 10 actual living breathing business men involved other than
DeSchaum. Also note that again De Schaum now goes by the name
W. Andrew DeSchaum, his third name change and fourth car
company.

According to press announcements in the New York Times as
well as many automotive journals at the time, the new
Suburban Motor Car Co. was designed to be an impressive
complex of factory buildings with direct access, via the Ecorse
River, to the Detroit River and to the railroad lines that ran
through to the city from the south -- with an adjacent model
‘garden village’ where the employees of the Suburban would
live.

DeSchaum soon engaged in dialogue with the bigwigs of two
Michigan cities: Wyandotte and Encorse in order to find a new place
to settle and build the new cars, not in Detroit as reported earlier in
1910. The DeSchaum Motor Car Co. was reorganized in September
1911 with the same officers, into a new company, Suburban Motor
Car Co. DeSchaum fifth attempt at a car company, the new concern
now had ambitious plans beyond just producing cars, the new plans
called for the development of a new industrial community on
acreage in nearby Ecorse. , De Schaum secured capital from various
Encorse investors including 230 acers of land.

At the same time, the officers separately formed the Suburban
City Co. real estate firm, which shared Suburban’s Whitney
Building offices in downtown Encorse. The real estate enterprise
was established to promote the planned development of the
240 acres at Ecorse into the model village to be known as
Suburban City. Suburban’s scheme for a ‘garden village’ was
described in the trade journal, Parks and Cemeteries and
Landscape Gardening, of November, 1912. Designed by noted
landscape architect T. Glenn Phillips; the complex was planned
to straddling the Ecorse River with acreage extending south of
St. Cosme Line extending west to Fort Street.
It was an ambitious development project to be sure, possibly
the first of its kind in the nation. The fact that architect T. Glenn
Phillips, was involved in creating the design added significantly
to the hoped-for distinction and success of their plans. Phillips
was also known for his landscaping of the Henry Ford home on
Edison in Detroit, and later designing the campus of Michigan
Agricultural College in Lansing. The Suburban Motor Company
was however, a failed enterprise almost from the start. With a
lack of capital and accused of mismanagement.

In the May 30th 1912 issue of Motor World Magazine another figure
from Suburban motors enters the fray, O. B. Bachman of the
Western Securities Company of New York.. According to Motor
World Bachman was soliciting investors on behalf of Suburban.
Bachman claimed he had absolute proof that investors would gain 20
to 30 percent of their investments into Suburban. We went further
to explain that investor could even consider returns of 60 to 1000
percent! Clearly by the summer of 1912 Suburban was running out
of cash. Bachman was retained to infuse the company with more
dollars.

Even by 1912 standards soliciting investors with such outrageous
claims was very shady.
Schaum’s shady tactics caught up with him and he was uncovered as
a fraud. Scandal broke in the fall of 1912 when it was found that the
check he tendered for $150, 000.00 as capitalization had never
cleared the bank nor was it deposited, if just sat endorced sitting in a
desk drawer, De Schaum was actually broke. The Board determined
that since the check was never deposited, De Schaum never actually
had an investment in Suburban Motor Cars. He resigned in disgrace
on November 12, 1912.
More troubling for the investors of Suburban Motor Cars was the
discovery that a disgruntled employees had destroyed all the
company finance records.
Fortunately for Checker fans, The Suburban Motor Car Company was
reorganized. Once the dust had settled and auditors were able to
understand the complex financial workings, the company was
reorganized. Suburban carried on as a real estate company and the
various plots of land set up for Suburban City were sold off to buyers.
$3000.00 of liabilities sat on the balance sheet for a small company
named the Palmer Motor Co.
Randall A. Palmer of Pontiac, Michigan and former organizer of the
Cartercar Company along with other interested parties leveraged
that $3000.00 of debt and took over the Suburban Motor Car
Company the plan was to start the real business of building
automobiles.

You would think after no fewer that four failed attempts to build a
viable automobile company DeSchaum would give up, but no
DeSchuam was not done, at the end of 1912 he was ready to move
on to his next auto promotion and sixth car company. De Schuam
started to explore the “cycle car” fad of 1913. Just three months
after leaving Suburban Motor Cars he was in trouble again.
According to the January 22nd 1913 issue of “Motor World” headlines
read: De Schaum’s Cyclecar project in Court. According to Motor
World:
“W. Andrew De Schaum, who has promoted many things in many
place and like many others of his inclination is now “full of Cyclecars”
is in trouble again. The most recent creation of the De Schaum brain
is the Automobile Cyclecar Co. In order to float it, money was
necessary and to obtain the money De Schaum resorted to the not
unusual procedure of selling paper. He sold 300 shares to Joseph
Kopitzke, who purchase stock at $10.00 shares paying $500.00
down. When the company failed to set sail on the sea of dollars,
Kopitzke became so impatient that last week he instituted action to
recover the $500.00 which he had paid in”

Randall A. Palmer (center top) of Pontiac, Michigan would take
over Suburban Motor Corp and develop the Partin-Palmer

De Schaum’s cycle car project would fail too and there would be
more litigation. Two years later DeSchaum would die of pneumonia
never to build a car or scam an investor again. There were many
unkind obituaries, in the end it was clear that De Schuam was really
just a promoter conning investors out of there hard earned dollars.
That said despite his failure there were still enough assets and solid
prototypes to cobble together a car company.
In the next newsletter, we’ll present the creation of the car that
would ultimately become the Checker.

Classifieds Ads: Current For Sale April 2015

888-460-7485
888-460-7485
Frame off, 5000 miles
since build, 406 V8 450
HP, 700R4 transmission,
poisi-traction rear end.
Big dual exhaust out rear
end, 4 wheel disc brakes,
LED gear change
indicator, DVD player and
Navigation, all Connley
leather, copper panels in
roof. Show car or
awesome driver

888-460-7485

888-460-7485
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888-460-74859

Classifieds Ads: Current For Sale April 2015
1965 Checker Marathon
All Original Checker Cab
Company Taxi Cab (Used In New
York City) - 235 6 Cylinder GM
Motor - 3 Speed Transmission Runs Good - Clean White Interior
- Fold Down Rear Seat - A Very
Rare Wagon (Limited Quantity
Built) - A Fun Classic To Drive
Along The Coast - $8,000.00 O.B.O.

714-606-5787

Advertisement

London Taxis: a full history by Bill Munro
Taxi Jubilee by Bill Munro
Coming soon: Checker, the All American Taxi
Available at http://www.earlswoodpress.co.uk/

Newsletter End Featured Checker Cabs: 1969 Chicago Auto Show Checker Stand

The Facebook Checker Cab
Group Newsletter is produced
by the administrators of The
Checker Cab Facebook Group
Questions or feedback can be
submitted directly to the group
at
https://www.facebook.com/gro
ups/145497838799022/
Advertisement
Checker Motor Cars
45 Research Drive
Haverhill, MA 01832
888-460-7485

A new, innovative
concept to make
collecting and
owning a piece of
automobile
history exciting
and rewarding

